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Abstract: The pandemic is  an outbreak of disease which spreads across a particular region or 

regions. The key features of pandemic include wide geographic extension, disease movement, 

novelty, severity, high attack rates and explosiveness. It also involves minimal population 

immunity, infectiousness and contagiousness which helps us to understand what pandemics are 

and its effect on the public. Viral pathogens can transform quickly, which allows them to pass 
from wild animals to humans. These emerging diseases endanger human lives and have major 

socioeconomic impacts. The aim of the review is to know about the viral pandemics and its 

effect on the general public. Human behaviour and demographic factors significantly increase 

these risks, and the speed with which humans travel between continents can cause the runaway 

spread of pandemics. The literature review was carried from scopus and pubmed databases from 

2000 till date. The viral pandemic disease and its effect on the general public is the outbreak of 

global scale. Children, older people, pregnant women and people with weakened immune 

systems are often affected by these pandemics. The cause, prevention and control of pandemics 

had been studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A pandemic is an episode of worldwide extents. It happens when a novel infection rises among the people. It 

causes serious sickness and is handily transmitted. The word pandemics originates from the Greek word 
pandemos signifying "relating to all humans''(Jackiewicz et al., 2016). The Greek word skillet signifies "all", 

and the Greek word evil spirit signifies "individuals''. A pandemic inlets and a lot more extensive topographical 

region, frequently around the world. A pandemic likewise contaminates significantly a greater number of 

individuals than plagues. A pandemic is typically brought about by another infection strain or subtype of the 

infection - an infection that isn't safe to people or has next to no invulnerability. On the off chance that 

resistance is powerless or non - existent the infection becomes unmistakably bound to spread the world over on 

the off chance that it rapidly gets transmissible to people. Pandemics commonly cause a lot higher quantities of 

passings  too(Priyadharsini et al., 2018a).  There is a lot more noteworthy social insecurity, financial ruin and 

general wretchedness brought about by the pandemic disease(Collinson, Khan and Heffernan, 2015). A 

pestilence is when, expected inside a nation or part of a nation, the quantity of individuals who become 

contaminated increments. At the point when the contamination happens all the while in a few nations it at that 

point starts to change into a pandemic(Von Lubitz and Gibson, 2018). Much critical ailment flare-ups and 
pandemics have been recorded ever, including Swine influenza, SARS, Ebola infection, MERS, COVID-19.  

The pandemic related emergencies have been related with colossal negative effects on wellbeing, economy, 

society, and security of national and worldwide networks. Also, they have caused huge political and social 

interruption. Proof recommends that the probability of pandemic has expanded over the previous century in 

view of expanded worldwide travel and incorporation, urbanization, changes in land use and more noteworthy 

abuse of the normal environment(Laxminarayan and Malani, 2011). Noteworthy strategy consideration has been 

centered around the need to distinguish and constrain rising episodes that may prompt pandemic and more 

noteworthy abuse of the normal environment(McMillen, 2016). During the pandemic all parts of economy, 

agriculture,(Shahzan et al., 2019)manufacturing administrations, face interruption, conceivably prompting lack 

of merchandise and items and fast cost increment for staple products and monetary worry for family units, 

private firms and government. A continued, serious pandemic on the size of the 1918 flu pandemic would cause 
huge and enduring financial damage(Quinlan and Whiteside, 2007).  
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Individuals build up an irresistible illness model intended to give a probabilistic perspective on the quantity of 

passings that could result from a pace of conceivable and conceivable irresistible infection pandemic(Ashwin 

and Muralidharan, 2015). Logical comprehension from the scope of orders of virology, the study of disease 

transmission and attributes of flu and non flu developing irresistible sickness pandemic(‘Pandemics’, no date). 

The occasion set, comprising a few thousand situations. Ethical quality and dreariness rates per age partner are 

the yield for every occasion and for each displayed nation and nation area. Utilizing the irresistible sickness 
model and related data(Hays, 2005), two assorted situations were created and given the premise and stun to 

resulting monetary displaying was talked about in the past article. The pandemic speaks to a genuine danger not 

exclusively to the number of inhabitants on the planet yet in addition to its economy. The effect of financial 

misfortune can bring about unsteadiness of the economy. The effect is through direct cost, long haul trouble and 

roundabout expense (Taylor, 2019). Pandemic are for most ailment episodes that become far reaching because 

of the spread of human to human contamination. They have caused critical political and social disturbance. The 

need of research is to think about the pathogens of worldwide flood. The significance to diminish financial 

disturbance. To fill the information on general wellbeing and the monetary outbreat and to think about the 

circumstance.Our team has rich experience in research and we have collaborated with numerous authors over 

various topics in the past decade (Deogade, Gupta and Ariga, 2018; Ezhilarasan, 2018; Ezhilarasan, Sokal and 

Najimi, 2018; Jeevanandan and Govindaraju, 2018; J et al., 2018; Menon et al., 2018; Prabakar et al., 2018; 

Rajeshkumar et al., 2018, 2019; Vishnu Prasad et al., 2018; Wahab et al., 2018; Dua et al., 2019; Duraisamy et 
al., 2019; Ezhilarasan, Apoorva and Ashok Vardhan, 2019; Gheena and Ezhilarasan, 2019; Malli Sureshbabu et 

al., 2019; Mehta et al., 2019; Panchal, Jeevanandan and Subramanian, 2019; Rajendran et al., 2019; 

Ramakrishnan, Dhanalakshmi and Subramanian, 2019; Sharma et al., 2019; Varghese, Ramesh and Veeraiyan, 

2019; Gomathi et al., 2020; Samuel, Acharya and Rao, 2020) 

 

SWINE FLU  

The viral pandemic pig influenza was brought about by H1N1 infection, 2009. It is otherwise called H1N1 

influenza. It is called pig influenza, on the grounds that previously, individuals who got it had direct contact 

with pigs(Anderson et al., 2020) The new infection developed and spread among individuals who had been 

close pigs (Chastagner et al., 2019). It is brought about by the strain of flu infection and is normally influenced 

by pigs and polluted items and its spread through salivation, mucosa particles(Sharfstein, 2018) and individuals 
who wheeze and hack, contacting germs secured surfaces, as often as possible contacting eyes, nose and 

mouth(Hirpa, 2017). The individuals who are at high danger were kids under 5 years of age, individuals over 65 

years old(Olsen, 2002; Bravo-Vasquez et al., 2020). Youngsters and teenagers who are getting long haul 

ibuprofen treatment and who may be in danger for Reye's condition subsequent to being tainted with pig flu[18]. 

Reye's condition is a perilous illness(Pokorski, 2017) connected to Aspirin (M, Geetha and Thangavelu, 2019) 

utilized in youngsters and pregnant ladies and grown-ups and kids with interminable lung, heart , endocrine, 

blood, sensory system, neuromuscular or metabolic issues. Grown-ups and kids who have debilitated 

insusceptible frameworks and individuals in nursing homes and other long haul care offices. They are 

essentially equivalent to occasional influenza. It incorporates hack, fever, sore throat, running nose, body hurts, 

migraine, chills, weakness. It likewise causes difficult issues including pneumonia and lung contamination and 

other breathing problems(‘UCSD Physician Discusses the 2009 H1N1 Swine Flu Virus, Symptoms and 

Prevention’, 2009). Any it can make ailment like brevity of breath, extreme regurgitating, torment in stomach, 
dazedness or disarray. A portion of the antiviral medications that are utilized to treat occasional influenza 

likewise neutralize H1N1 virus. Oseltamivir, peramivir and zanamivir appear to work best, albeit a few sorts of 

influenza don't react to oseltamivir(Hanafi et al., 2012). Anti-infection agents don't do anything for infections. 

Antibodies are utilized for anticipation. Likewise washing hands habitually and keeping away from contact with 

wiped out individuals can forestall disease. A great many people recuperate from H1N1 without broad clinical 

intervention(Tasian, 2011). Now and again in any case, a specialist may recommend an antiviral drug. These 

medications can abbreviate the length of indications and decrease their seriousness. People may need these 

drugs urgently if they have severe symptoms or complications or they are in the hospital or having a high risk of 

complication(Sen et al., 2015). During the swine flu outbreak, uptake rates for protected behaviour and likely 

acceptance rate for vaccination were low(‘Most people who died with swine flu were previously healthy’, 

2010). During this more than 200,000 people died. They closed the border lines of their countries. Staying at 
home makes them stressed and frustrated. Quarantine  had been made, so the economic wealth of a country 

declined(Kumar, 2016) 

 

SARS 

The 2002-2004 SARS episode was a scourge including Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) brought 

about by coronavirus(Serradell, 2009). This episode was first distinguished in Foshan, Guangdong, China on 

november 2002. SARS - COV is believed to be a creature infection (Priyadharsini et al., 2018b)from a 

questionable creature supply, maybe bats that spread to different creatures and first contaminated people in 
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china. Transmission was fundamentally from individual to person(Lal, 2010). It seems to have happened 

predominantly during the second seven day stretch of sickness, which relates to the pinnacle of virusand cases 

with serious ailment begin to disintegrate clinically. SARS - COV might be suspected in a patient who has any 

side effects including fever 30 degree celsius or higher, or either a background marked by contact with 

somebody with a conclusion (Girija et al., 2019) of SARS inside the most recent 10 days or travel to any of the 

districts recognized by world wellbeing association as territories with late nearby transmission of 
SARS(Heymann, 2005). Side effects are influenza like indications and may incorporate fever, muscle torment, 

torpidity, hack, sore throat and other vague side effects. The main manifestation regular to all patients seems, by 

all accounts, to be a fever over 38 degree celsius(Kleinman and Watson, 2006). SARS may in the end lead to 

brevity of breath either direct popular pneumonia or optional bacterial pneumonia(Respiratory Tract 

Infections—Advances in Research and Treatment: 2013 Edition, 2013). The essential avoidance is segregation 

and isolation stays best. Other preventive measures incorporate wearing masks(Brookes and Khan, 2005), 

washing hands with cleanser and water or utilization of liquor based hand sanitizer. Use of disinfectants on the 

outside of fomites to expel infections. Maintain a strategic distance from contact with body liquids. Washing the 

individual things of somebody with SARS in hot or lathery water. Keeping kids with indications at home from 

school. Made basic cleanliness measures(Taylor, 2007). As SARS is a viral sickness, anti-infection agents don't 

have direct impact however they are utilized against bacterial optional disease. Treatment of SARS is basically 

steady with antipyretics, supplemental oxygen and mechanical ventilation varying. Antiviral meds are utilized 
just as high portions of steroids to decrease expanding of lungs. Individuals with SARS-COV must be secluded 

in negative weight rooms. Dread of getting the infection from expending contaminated wild creatures brings 

about open bans and decreased business for meat markets(Shaw, 2006). In excess of 770 individuals passed on 

because of SARS(Marickar, Geetha and Neelakantan, 2014; Vaishali and Geetha, 2018). 

 

EBOLA VIRUS 

Ebola hemorrhagic fever initially showed up in Zaire in 1976. The first flare-up of ebola infection and scientists 

have recognized five strains, the initial four strains liable for high demise rates. The four Ebola are named as 

Zaire, Sudan, Tai woodland and Bundibugyo infection with zaire. Ebola infection being the most deadly 

strain(Smiline, Vijayashree and Paramasivam, 2018). The reason for Ebola hemorrhagic fever is Ebola infection 

contamination that outcomes in coagulation abnormalities including gastrointestinal dying, advancement of rash, 
cytokine discharge, harm to liver, and monstrous viremia that prompts harms to vascular cells that structure 

veins. As the monstrous viremia proceeds with coagulation factors are undermined and the microvascular 

endothelial cells are harmed or demolished bringing about diffuse draining inside and externally(Wilson, 2018) 

This uncontrolled draining prompts blood and liquid misfortune and can cause hypentensive stun that causes 

passing in numerous Ebola contaminated people. The hazard factors are travel to the territory with detailed 

Ebola contaminations. What's more, relationship with creatures is conceivably a wellbeing hazard factor as per 

the communities for malady control and avoidance. Fundamentally influences the medicinal services laborers 

and relatives and companions related with irresistible patients are at higher danger of getting the disease. Side 

effects of Ebola infection illness are vague and incorporate fever, cerebral pain, shortcoming, regurgitating, 

looseness of the bowels, stomach uneasiness or torment in midsection, diminished hunger and joint and muscle 

discomfort. Patients may create different side effects and signs, for example, rashes or red spots on the skin, eye 

redness, hiccups, sore throat, hacking or hacking up blood, heaving blood, chest torment, mental disarray, 
draining both inside and outside the body and trouble in gulping and breathing(Pratha, Ashwatha Pratha and 

Geetha, 2017). There is a counteraction immunization  for Ebola infection. The most ideal approach to abstain 

from getting the malady is byb not making a trip to territories where the infection is found. On the off chance 

that you are in a zone with Ebola infection is available, keep away from contact with bats, monkeys, 

chimpanzees and gorillas, since these creatures spread Ebola to individuals. Treatment incorporates a test serum 

that devastates contaminated cells. Specialists deal with liquids and electrolytes and oxygen, circulatory strain 

prescription, blood transfusion(Qureshi, 2016) and treatment for other viral diseases. The WHO has proclaimed 

an intensifying Ebola episode in the fair republic of congo. In excess of 2,500 individuals have gotten sick and 

almost 1,700 have kicked the bucket.            

 

MERS  
The MERS otherwise called Middle East Respiratory Syndrome brought about by an infection called Middle 

East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus. First case detailed in Saudi Arabia in september 2012 The MERS 

COV started from bats, which then likely spread from tainted dromedary camels to people. The infection doesn't 

appear to pass effectively from individual to individual except if there is a nearby contact(‘MERS outbreak’, 

2015). The contamination and complexities are bound to show up in more established grown-ups, individuals 

with wellbeing conditions, for example, diabetics, cardiovascular ailment , ceaseless lung malady, kidney 

ailment or cancer(Hsieh, 2015). Individuals with debilitated resistant frameworks such a s the individuals who 

get chemotherapy or immunosuppressant medicine. The most well-known indications of MERS are fever, hack 
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and brevity of breath. Individuals may likewise have gastrointestinal issues, for example, looseness of the 

bowels, sickness or retching. Pneumonia is a typical complication. There have additionally been reports of organ 

disappointment connected with MERS, particularly kidney disappointment. Indications generally seem 5-6 days 

after introduction to the infection, however they may take 2-14 days to emerge. To diminish the danger of 

MERS-COV transmission, wellbeing specialists suggested. Oftentimes washing the hands with cleanser and 

water for at any rate 20 seconds one after another and maintaining a strategic distance from half-cooked meats 
and any food arranged in conditions that may not be sterile and washing leafy foods altogether. Announcing any 

speculated cases to nearby wellbeing specialists and limiting close contact with any individual who creates and 

ARI fever. Wearing covers (Shahana and Muralidharan, 2016) gloves additionally forestall the disease. As an 

examination clarifies, there is no fix or immunization for MERS ailment, yet they are under development. 

Oxygen treatment is utilized. A stay in an emergency unit and a mechanical ventilator to enable them to 

relax(Girija As and Priyadharsini J, 2019). During the MERS pandemic in excess of 850 individuals kicked the 

bucket. Individuals can not have the option to make a trip from one spot to another. There will be a breakdown 

of the financial status of a country(Li and Du, 2019). 

 

COVID -19 

In the middle of 2020, another infection started creating features everywhere throughout the world due to the 

phenomenal spread of transmission brought about by coronavirus in the city of Wuhan in China in 2019. 
Coronavirus are zoonotic. This implies they first create in quite a while before creating in people. For the 

infection to go from creatures to people, an individual needs to come into close contact with a creature that 

conveys the contamination (Girija, Jayaseelan and Arumugam, 2018). When the infection creates, it very well 

may be transmitted from individual to individual, through respiratory bead. Hack and wheeze additionally 

transmit the virus(M, Geetha and Seshadri, 2020) The infection may have been passed from bats to others either 

snakes or pangolins and afterward to people. Hazard will be higher without taking legitimate preventive 

measures, people live with somebody who has contractracted the infection and who give home consideration to 

tainted people, youngsters age under 18 and people who have COPD and asthma, pregnant womens, serious 

corpulence and other lung illness (Saxena, 2020) and debilitated resistant systems. The side effects of COVID-

19 are brevity of breath, having hack and gets progressively serious over quite a while, poor quality fever and 

step by step builds, weariness and normal side effects incorporate chills, sore throat, cerebral pain, loss of taste, 
loss of smell, and so forth,. At the point when the manifestations are extreme the individuals experience 

difficulty breathing, blue lips or face, disarray, unreasonable drowsiness(Selvakumar and Np, 2017). Most ideal 

approach to maintain a strategic distance from transmission is to stay away from or limit contact with 

individuals who show indications. Washing hands every now and again, forestalls gathering, ought not to 

contact face, nose, mouth and eyes. Remain at any rate 6 feet from people. Clean the articles utilized. Wear 

masks.There is no treatment explicitly affirmed for COVID-19 and no remedy for the contamination and the 

antibodies are under examination. Like different coronaviruses like SARS and MERS rewarded by overseeing 

symptoms(‘COVID-19 Special Issue’, no date). The meds given are antiviral or retroviral drugs. Utilizing 

mechanical ventilation, steroids are utilized. Shutting of fringes happens with the goal that individuals can not 

travel. Isolation made to quit spreading prompts mental and financial pressure or slowdown. By this COVID - 

19 in excess of 4,700 individuals passed on till walk 2020(Singh and Neog, 2020)(Paramasivam, Priyadharsini 

and Raghunandhakumar, 2020).Our institution is passionate about high quality evidence based  research and has 
excelled in various fields ( (Pc, Marimuthu and Devadoss, 2018; Ramesh et al., 2018; Vijayashree 

Priyadharsini, Smiline Girija and Paramasivam, 2018; Ezhilarasan, Apoorva and Ashok Vardhan, 2019; 

Ramadurai et al., 2019; Sridharan et al., 2019; Vijayashree Priyadharsini, 2019; Chandrasekar et al., 2020; 

Mathew et al., 2020; R et al., 2020; Samuel, 2021) 

 

CONCLUSION 

The loss of habitats, the modification of natural environments, and more generally the decline in biodiversity are 

all factors in the spread of emerging infectious diseases. As a global community, it is crucial to take steps  to 

reduce the risk of future viral  pandemics. The virus affects the children  and older people, also the people who 

are immunocompromised and pregnant women. The present coronavirus pandemic can be controlled by 

avoiding gatherings, wearing masks and gloves, washing hands frequently, avoiding touch face and having 
social distancing. Pandemic causes loss of human resources, economic slowdown, mental stress of people. 

Conserving and maintaining nature and the benefits it provides is essential for preserving our health and well-

being. 
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